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In the following, I am going to show that some of Rasala’s nice results 
(but not all) may be extended to a more general linear operator. I suppose 
that the reader has Rasala’s paper (J. Math. AnaE. Appl. 84, 443-482) at 
hand and I shall use its notations as far as possible. 
To Section B2. Let us introduce the linear operators K and R by 
W-(x) =f(sx + ~1, 
Rf(x) = .I-(@ + WI -f(x) 
(q-l)x+w ’ 
(q - 1)’ + w* > 0. 
If w = 0 and q tends to 1, R tends to d/dx. We put S,f(x) = 
CA,(x)Rmf(x)~ d f e me the sequence LA by (KA, + RA,, KA, + RA, ,... ), 
and replace, throughout, the number n, if q # 1, by the basic number [n] := 
(q” - I)/(q - 1). Then, Rasala’s argument can be repeated nearly verbatim, 
and the lemmata and theorems of B2 remain valid for the above defined 
generalized operators. 
To Section Al. Rasala deals with the classical orthogonal polynomials. 
One should expect that his argument applies to the q-analoga of the classical 
polynomials (cf., e.g., T. S. Chihara, “An Introduction to Orthogonal 
Polynomials,” Chap. V, 3, Gordon, New York, 1978), but that is not true. 
Let us define the operators of geometric difference by 
(yyx) = “f(P) -f(x) 
(4-1)x ’ 
W-(x) =f(qx), qf 1. 
The functional equation of the q-analoga which corresponds to the 
differential equation for the classical polynomials is of type 
A Ax) 02#” + A I(X) f% + A&n = Pu,KQrJ- 
Unlike in the classical case, the 4, are no longer eigenfunctions of a 
polynomial operator. If we want to keep at least some of the results, we 
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introduce as above the triangular sequences A and LA and the operators S, 
and E,, where D is replaced by 8. We define a polynomial 4n,A with the 
leading coefficient 1 and a number A,,, by the equation 
s, h,A = 4-“LiKk4 * 
Using Rasala’s lemmata from B2, we obtain the relations 
%,a = Lnl wn-,,,A, 
and 
SAL4 = (E, f~ + A,,,) Qn,a = InIEa#n-l.L.4 +&.‘44”.A. 
The left-hand side is, by definition, equal to q-“2n,A K#n,A, whence 
W%,,K-&,,)A,., = InlEA4n-,.u. 
This equation corresponds to Rasala’s relation (p. 454) 
Q,,, = EAQn- ,,A 
but it is much more complicated, and the inductive form of the Rodrigues 
formula (p. 45 1) cannot be yielded. The Rodrigues formula for the q-analoga 
(cf. Chihara, lot. cit.) has the form 
AAx> = -&H”(g . Kg ... K”-‘g . w), 
where ~1, is a constant and w(x) satisfies K”g e Bw = h(x) w, where g and h 
are polynomials of degree <2 which are independent of n. 
